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DFS City of Dreams kicks off Fall in Macau
with fashion and fun from top stylists

By Jas Ryat on July, 26 2017  |  Retailers

 

 
T Galleria by DFS, City of Dreams in Macau kicked off the Fall 2017 season with an evening of fashion
and fun on July 15, co-hosted by some of the fashion world’s best-known international stylists. 
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Celebrity stylist and fashion blogger Tina Leung, Men’s Uno Hong Kong style director Declan Chan,
and fashion stylist and blogger Faye Tsui curated their top picks for the season, showcasing the Fall
trends and must-have items from across T Galleria by DFS’s collection of more than 40 fashion and
accessories brands.
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Hosted in the store’s 30,000 square feet shoe hall, guests including socialites, influencers and DFS
LOYAL T members, explored games and activations reflecting the curated collections and Fall
seasonal trends. 
 
At Declan Chan’s Garden Party, inspired by a classic English garden, guests enjoyed a giant game of
dice, while sipping bespoke cocktails from Johnnie Walker and perusing Chan’s selections from
Aquazzura, Burberry, Chloe, Dolce & Gabbana and La Perla. 
 
Club CUBIC’s own DJ Copan Kasten spun the latest hits at Tina Leung’s Music Room. Known as the
Fashion Queen of Asia, Leung showcased her favorite pieces for dancing the night away from
Alexander McQueen, Jimmy Choo, Rene Caovilla and Sophia Webster. 
 
Adding an extra element of discovery, guests entered the Music Room through the Boom Boom Room,
an interactive video booth where they could dance and pose for their best Boomerang video shot.
 
To help beat the summer heat, guests headed to Faye Tsui’s Pool Party, where they competed in a
carnival-style duck pond game for a chance to win exclusive prizes. Tsui’s curated collection included
sandals, swimsuits and accessories from Kate Spade, Marc Jacobs and Tory Burch.
 
The evening continued with a culinary experience from Fabrice Vulin, the celebrity chef behind City of
Dreams’ two-Michelin-starred The Tasting Room. 
 
Guests were treated to the world’s finest caviar and world-exclusive beef from Alexandre Polmard,
which The Tasting Room is the only restaurant in Asia to offer.
 
The night finished with an after-party at Club CUBIC featuring a spectacular performance by Cirque le
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Soir.
 
Spanning two floors, T Galleria by DFS’s shoe salon features over 50 men’s and women’s brands and
is the largest footwear salon in Hong Kong and Macau, offering shoppers exclusive-to-Macau brands
such as Aquazzura, Bing Xu, Church’s, Corthay and Rupert Sanderson. 
 
Highlights include a dedicated sneaker wall featuring popular brands such as Adidas Originals,
Alexander McQueen, Giuseppe Zanotti and Valentino as well as the Louvre Café, where shoppers can
relax and enjoy a selection of pastries, cakes and bistro favorites inspired by European garden
courtyards.
 
From now until July 31, DFS LOYAL T members have a chance to earn 2X LOYAL T points on purchases
in fashion, accessories, watches and jewelry at T Galleria by DFS, City of Dreams. 
 
Shoppers who sign up for City of Dreams’ City Club membership also have a chance to win a 365-day
unlimited flight pass, among many other prizes and promotions, as part of the resort’s Travel Without
Limits campaign.
 
July also marks the launch of T Galleria by DFS’ Let’s Travel Together campaign. 
 
Following DFS’s crew of global adventurers as they explore the most exciting places in the world,
July’s episodes feature travel writer Maoli as she discovers Auckland, New Zealand, and chef Marcus
Samuelsson as he visits Siem Reap, Cambodia. 
 
Each month, T Galleria by DFS will unveil new episodes, letting fans of @DFSOfficial get inspired for
their next getaway.
 
 


